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Survivor island of the idols cast voted off

The AMERICAN version of the hugely popular British dating show of the same name is headed to CBS this July, and will be followed by a group of single islanders in Fiji. Similar to Bachelor in Paradise, the singles will live together in a huge mansion in a tropical destination, which we hope will get love flowing. Every few days the islanders have to couple up, and those who fail to
find or keep a partner are at risk of being rejected from the island. Unfortunately, the American version will likely nix the steamy sex scenes and raunchy (still funny) group games that fans of the UK version have come to know and love. Fortunately, there will still be many challenges for the show to keep things interesting. Best of all, viewers watching at home will be able to vote
people out. The new arrivals will also appear periodically to shake things up a little - i.e. spark that reality drama fans live on. In the end, a lucky couple will leave with a cash prize and, hopefully, real love. But if the Bachelor franchise has taught us anything, it's that the journey to the finish line will be far from easy. Actress and model Arielle Vandenberg will serve as host of the
show, premiering July 9. Go ahead, meet the 11 singles that will compete on Love Island. CBS After a long, hot summer, we're finally approaching the premiere of the 39th season of Survivor. Titled Survivor: Island of the Idols, the new season will premiere on September 25, and will surely be a season like no other-Island of islands brings back former Boston winners Rob and
Sandra Diaz-Twine as consultants for the 20 castaways. Speaking of these 20 castaways, CBS has recently released the full list of the new cast, and we can't wait to see how they do for the new season. Take a look at the cast of Survivor: Island of the Idols. 1 of 20 Aaron Meredith The gym owner describes himself as attractive, intelligent, and strong, and believes his social game
will help him win the game. 2 of Chelsea's 20 Chelsea Walkers Chelsea has applied for Survivor for almost six consecutive years, and is delighted to be finally on the show. She compares her game to Parvati and Kelly Wentworth. 3 of Dan Spilo's 20 While he looks tough on the outside, Dan says he's actually a big softy. However, host Jeff Probst told The Hollywood Reporter that
Dan won't hesitate to make moves. I wouldn't trust him at all, like no one should be out here. 4 of 20 Dean Kowalski 28-year-old Dean believes it's the complete package when it comes to survivor: My social intelligence will allow me to read when to go big and when to Back. I firmly believe in my ability to get along with and be liked by a variety of different people... In addition, my
athletic and puzzle skills will make me a threat amid the challenges. 5 of Elaine Stott's 20 Kentucky native loves quad-wheeling, fishing, and taking my boat to the lake, but it also has a soft side. Elaine is loyal and kind, and cites her greatest achievement as Time she took care of her grandfather and mother before they passed. Six of Elizabeth Beisel Elizabeth's 20 are Olympic
champions, and in 2008 she was the youngest member of the United States Olympic Team in just 15 years. She applied to be on Survivor because she misses challenging myself and bringing myself aside. 7 of Jack Nichting's 20 While Jack believes people think he's ditzy, he says there's more to it than meets the eye when it comes to his personality. I can be quite intellectual,
intentional, and loving having serious, deep conversations with people, he says. 8 of Jamal Shipman The Brown University graduate says he relates to former Survivor players like Jeremy, Wendell, Officer Sarah, and Christian. Jeff Probst also told THR that Jamal has a great presence but a much softer energy. 9 of Janet Carbin Janet currently lives in Florida and she listed her
hobby as body surfing, softball, and rowing lifeguard boats, so we know she'll be home on the water. Janet applied for Survivor because it's my dream. And the money! 10 of 20 Jason Linden The NYC native started his own law firm, and says he's a mix of some of survivor's most memorable players-I'm a mix of Stephen Fishbach/Adam Klein/Cochrane 2.0/Rob Cesternino and
weird little Tony Vlachos. Snap, baby, it's going to be a wild ride. (His words, not mine.) 11 of 20 Karishma Patel Karishma is another lawyer for the cast, and says she has taken and passed bar exams for three different states for the first attempt. Jeff Probst even called her one of his favorite people this season. 12 of 20 Kellee Kim Kellee describes herself as fun, energetic, and
driven-but just don't ask her to eat mayonnaise. I hate mayonnaise. if I had to eat a bathtub to get to the Final 3, I'm not sure I could do it,' she hilariously explained. 13 of Lauren Beck's 20 Lauren Lauren moved across the country at just 17, and says perseverance is her strong point. She also compared herself to two-time winner Sandra, who is one of the castaways' mentors this
season. 14 of 20 Missy Byrd The 24-year veteran lists former player Kim as a role model in the game. It hit the sand and aligned quickly. He played both sides effortlessly. I'd play like that. Kill them with a smile, says Missy. 15 of Molly Byman's 20 Molly says she is not bothered by discomfort and is dirty, so the sandy beaches of Fiji will not be a problem for the law student. 16 of
20 Noura Salman Noura spent part of her life in the UK, and says she will be successful because of her special mix of skills. I'm the nerd, jock, and model with brains, brawn, and beauty. more importantly, I have the social skills needed both to win and influence people, and relentless movement to go after what I want, she says. 17 of Ronnie Bardah Ronnie's 20 is a professional
poker player, and holds the world record for most consecutive redemptions in the World Series of Poker main event. He says survivor's pet is when when misplay immunity avatars. 18 of Tom Laidlaw's 20 The Canadian native is a retired hockey player, and is sure to be a force in physical challenges. However, he has an Achilles heel-he doesn't like heights. 19 of Tommy
Sheehan's 20 The 4th grade teacher says it's a combination of David Wright's strategy, Davie's social game, and a pinch of Amanda Kimmel's likeness. 20 of 20 Vince Moua Vince explained that he is on Survivor to show a minority of young people and people around the world that they matter. He also revealed that he's got quite a mouth and can slap the jury with an award-
winning final Tribal Council speech to guarantee my victory. The last season of Survivor has arrived, and the long-running reality show is doing things a little differently this time. In Season 36, some contestants will be temporarily banished to Ghost Island, which is full of misplayed pros and other elements from previous seasons. The idea is that players can then use these
advantages by learning from the mistakes of those who came before. The contestants themselves are new to Survivor, though, and they're already an interesting team. One of the best ways to get to know them is by reading the official cast bios, and as usual, there is a fair amount of quirky information about them embedded there. Here are some of the most interesting, unusual
pieces of information we can learn about the new Survivor cast from their bios. 1. Kellyn worked in an incinerator Kellyn Bechtold | CBS Season 36 contestant Kellyn Bechtold is 31 years old, and is currently working as a career counselor in Denver, Colorado. But her résumé is full of odd jobs, including working as a receptionist in an incinerator. Bechtold has also worked in a plant
nursery, as a waitress, and finally in career services and business consulting. She describes herself as having an ever-evolving career, which is perhaps a bit of an understatement. Another interesting fact we learned about Bechtold through a recent interview is that she married and divorced within the past year. Next: This contestant had a strange response when asked to name
an inspirational figure. 2. Bradley will not name anyone who inspired him Bradley Kleihege | CBS Each player is asked what their personal inspiration is in life, and most Season 36 contestants gave a very good answer. One person spent several paragraphs talking about the impact his grandmother had on him, for example. But not 26-year-old Bradley Clihege. He says he has no
inspiration in his life because I don't believe in impersonating or worshipping anyone. Okay, we got his spot. But I don't to tell only his parents? Despite this fairly arrogant response, one of Kleihege peeves pets are people who think they know everything. He took that arrogance a little further in a CBS interview, saying that he only gets along with other smart people and that he has
a hard time interacting with simpler people. Next: This contestant has a pretty unusual unusual Peeve. 3. Jenna hates people who say the word bad Jenna Bowman | CBS All contestants are asked about their pet peeves, and they tend to be pretty much what you'd expect. Most of Jenna Bowman is, too; He hates bad breath and people who lie for no reason. But surprisingly, one
of her people is people who say the word bad. It doesn't give more information than that. Isn't that even that he hates the word poop? He obviously hates people who ever use it under any circumstances. Also, when asked why she's going to survive Survivor, Jenna said that I say I want something and I always get it. So if Jenna loses Survivor, this would obviously be the literal first
time in her life that she didn't get something she wanted. Next: This contestant wants to bring something interesting to the island. 4. Domenick wants to spike someone's water with an antihistamine if you annoy him Domenick Abbate | CBS Still one of the general questions that every contestant is asked is, If you could have three things on the island, what would it be and why?
Domenick Abbate's response presents a fairly sudden tonical shift. Said: A photo of my wife, a picture of my rugrats because they are awesome, and an antihistamine, which will spike in someone's drinking water if it is relentlessly annoying me and/or the team on the island. All right, then. Domenik is full of weird ideas. in an interview with The Hollywood Reporter, he said he wants
to use bamboo closes to spy on other contestants. I really think some of these parachutes are about 25 feet long, and you could just sit there and listen inside, he said. You could get great sound through these parachutes! Why hasn't anyone done that yet? Next: This contestant describes himself in a pretty arrogant way. 5. Sebastian says his hobby is loving Sebastian Noel | CBS
In his resume, 22-year-old Sebastian Noel describes himself as everyone's favorite person. He's sure he's setting the bar high to respond to that. He also uses the phrase free spirit twice on the resume, and lists love as one of his hobbies. So this is the guy Sebastian is. Next: This contestant did something unusual to help pay for the rent. 6. Stephanie took care of 14 baby horses
while working as a surgery technician Stephanie Gonzalez | CBS Stephanie Gonzalez says she was promoted to senior surgery technician after a year of long hours and on-call emergency surgeries. That's already very interesting. But apparently, during this time, she was also paying her rent by taking care of baby horses - and not just some of them. In the meantime, I took care
of 14 that I would inhale (horses) into the house in exchange for the rent, he explains. Next: This contestant may have the coolest job of anyone competing this year. 7. Morgan is killer whale trainer at SeaWorld Morgan Ricke | CBS Morgan Ricke has probably the most interesting and unusual job of anyone on Survivor this year: He's a killer whale trainer in Orlando. On her
résumé, she notes that this was her childhood dream, and so she mentions getting this job as her personal claim to fame. And unlike some of the contestants who have worked interesting jobs in the past, Morgan still works at SeaWorld to this day. It also has odd pet peeves, listing them as feet, cold weather, and lack of ketchup; at least one of them can cause her to have a
difficult time on survivor. Check out The Cheat Sheet on Facebook! Facebook!
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